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I’M TIRED...BY ROBERT A. HALL
Robert A. Hall is a Marine Vietnam veteran who served five terms in the Massachusetts state senate. He blogs: http://www.tartanmarine.blogspot.com/

SI FRUMKIN

I’ll be 63

soon. Except for one semester in college when jobs were scarce, and a sixmonth period when I was between jobs, but job-hunting every day, I’ve
worked, hard, since I was 18. Despite some health challenges, I still put in 50-hour weeks, and haven’t
called in sick in seven or eight years. I make a good salary, but I didn’t inherit my job or my income,
and I worked to get where I am. Given the economy, there’s no retirement in sight, and I’m tired. Very
tired.
I’m tired of being told that I have to
“spread the wealth around” to people who
don’t have my work ethic. I’m tired of being
told the government will take the money I
earned, by force if necessary, and give it to
people too lazy or stupid to earn it.

name of Allah, because the Qur’an and
Shari’a law tells them to.

I believe “a man should be judged by the
content of his character, not by the color of
his skin.” I’m tired of being told that “race
doesn’t matter” in the post-racial world of
President Obama, when it’s all that matters
I’m tired of being told that I have to pay
more taxes to “keep people in their homes.” in affirmative action jobs, lower college admission and graduation standards for miSure, if they lost their jobs or got sick, I’m
norities (harming them the most), governwilling to help. But if they bought McMansions at three times the price of our paid-off, ment contract set-asides, tolerance for the
$250,000 condo, on one-third of my salary, ghetto culture of violence and fatherless
children that hurts minorities more than anythen let the leftwing Congresscritters who
one, and in the appointment of US Senators
passed Fannie and Freddie and the Comfrom Illinois. I think it’s very cool that we
munity Reinvestment Act that created the
have a black president and that a black
bubble help them—with their own money.
child is doing her homework at the desk
I’m tired of being told how bad America
where Lincoln wrote the emancipation procis by leftwing millionaires like Michael
lamation. I just wish the black president
Moore, George Soros and Hollywood enterwas Condi Rice, or someone who believes
tainers who live in luxury because of the
more in freedom and the individual and less
opportunities America offers. In thirty years,
in an all-knowing government.
if they get their way, the United States will
I’m tired of a news media that thinks
have the religious freedom and women’s
rights of Saudi Arabia, the economy of Zim- Bush’s fundraising and inaugural expenses
were obscene, but that think Obama’s, at
babwe, the freedom of the press of China,
the crime and violence of Mexico, the toler- triple the cost, were wonderful. That thinks
Bush exercising daily was a waste of presiance for Gay people of Iran, and the freedential time, but Obama exercising is a
dom of speech of Venezuela. Won’t multigreat example for the public to control
culturalism be beautiful?
weight and stress, that picked over every
I’m tired of being told that Islam is a
line of Bush’s military records, but never
“Religion of Peace,” when every day I can
demanded that Kerry release his, that
read dozens of stories of Muslim men killing
slammed Palin with two years as governor
their sisters, wives and daughters for their
for being too inexperienced for VP, but
family “honor;” of Muslims rioting over some
touted Obama with three years as senator
slight offense; of Muslims murdering Chrisas potentially the best president ever.
tian and Jews because they aren’t
Wonder why people are dropping their
“believers;” of Muslims burning schools for
subscriptions or switching to Fox News?
girls; of Muslims stoning teenage rape victims to death for “adultery;” of Muslims muti- Get a clue. I didn’t vote for Bush in 2000,
but the media and Kerry drove me to his
lating the genitals of little girls; all in the
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camp in 2004.
I’m tired of being told that out of
“tolerance for other cultures” we must let
Saudi Arabia use our oil money to fund
mosques and madrassa Islamic schools to
preach hate in America, while no American
group is allowed to fund a church, synagogue or religious school synagogue or religious school in Saudi Arabia to teach love
and tolerance.
I’m tired of being told I must lower my
living standard to fight global warming,
which no one is allowed to debate. My
wife and I live in a two-bedroom apartment and carpool together five miles to our
jobs. We also own a three-bedroom condo
where our daughter and granddaughter live.
Our carbon footprint is about 5% of Al
Gore’s, and if you’re greener than Gore,
you’re green enough.
I’m tired of being told that drug addicts
have a disease, and I must help support
and treat them, and pay for the damage
they do. Did a giant germ rush out of a dark
alley, grab them, and stuffed white powder
up their noses while they tried to fight it off?
I don’t think Gay people choose to be Gay,
but I damn sure think druggies chose to
take drugs. And I’m tired of harassment
from cool people treating me like a freak
when I tell them I never tried marijuana.
I’m tired of illegal aliens being called
“undocumented workers,” especially the
ones who aren’t working, but are living on
welfare or crime. What’s next? Calling drug
dealers, “Undocumented Pharmacists”?
And, no, I’m not against Hispanics. Most of
them are Catholic and it’s been a few hundred years since Catholics wanted to kill me
(PLEASE SEE “TIRED” page 2)

(“TIRED” FROM PAGE 1)
for my religion. I’m willing to fast track for citizenship any Hispanic person who can speak
English, doesn’t have a criminal record and who
is self-supporting without family on welfare, or
who serves honorably for three years in our
military. Those are the citizens we need.
I’m tired of latte liberals and journalists, who
would never wear the uniform of the Republic
themselves, or let their entitlement-handicapped
kids near a recruiting station, trashing our military. They and their kids can sit at home, never
having to make split-second decisions under life
and death circumstances, and bad mouth better
people then themselves. Do bad things happen
in war? You bet. Do our troops sometimes
misbehave? Sure. Does this compare with the
atrocities that were the policy of our enemies for
the last fifty years—and still are? Not even
close. So here’s the deal. I’ll let myself be subjected to all the humiliation and abuse that was
heaped on terrorists at Abu Ghraib or Gitmo,
and the critics can let themselves be subject to
captivity by the Muslims who tortured and beheaded Daniel Pearl in Pakistan, or the Muslims
who tortured and murdered Marine Lt. Col. William Higgins in Lebanon, or the Muslims who
ran the blood-spattered Al Qaeda torture rooms
our troops found in Iraq, or the Muslims who cut
off the heads of schoolgirls in Indonesia, because the girls were Christian. Then we’ll compare notes. British and American soldiers are
the only troops in history that civilians came to
for help and handouts, instead of hiding from in
fear.
I’m tired of people telling me that their party
has a corner on virtue and the other party has a
corner on corruption. Read the papers—bums
are bi-partisan. And I’m tired of people telling
me we need bi-partisanship. I live in Illinois,
where the “Illinois Combine” of Democrats and
Republicans has worked together harmoniously
to loot the public for years. And I notice that the
tax cheats in Obama’s cabinet are bi-partisan
as well.
I’m tired of hearing wealthy athletes, entertainers and politicians of both parties talking
about innocent mistakes, stupid mistakes or
youthful mistakes, when we all know they think
their only mistake was getting caught. I’m tired
of people with a sense of entitlement, rich or
poor.
Speaking of poor, I’m tired of hearing people
with air-conditioned homes, color TVs and two
cars called poor. The majority of Americans
didn’t have that in 1970, but we didn’t know we
were “poor.” The poverty pimps have to keep
changing the definition of poor to keep the dollars flowing.
I’m real tired of people who don’t take responsibility for their lives and actions. I’m tired
of hearing them blame the government, or discrimination, or big-whatever for their problems.
Yes, I’m damn tired. But I’m also glad to be
63. Because, mostly, I’m not going to get to see
the world these people are making. I’m just
sorry for my granddaughter. ¥

THE POLAR BEAR LIE
By Tom DeWeese, March 11, 2009
No doubt you’ve seen the ads: The music is dramatic. The
scene is tragic. The message emotional. Polar Bears, holding on
for dear life to bits of ice, their arctic habitat destroyed by Global
Warming. And the narration tells you of the tragic fate of the
bears, all because of man and his selfish destruction of the earth.
Of course, the ad ends with a plea for funds to help the World
Wildlife Fund (WWF) protect the bears and stop Global Warming.
Cute, fuzzy animals always do the trick.
Trouble is, it’s all a lie. Not one word of the ad is true. Polar
Bears are not endangered.
There is no indication of any reduction of their populations. In fact, they are
actually being hunted by locals who have to live with them in an effort to keep
their populations down. Of 13 Polar Bear populations, 11 are thriving and growing.
The real agenda behind WWF’s Polar Bear campaign is to stop drilling of
American oil and to shackle the United States with the UN’s Kyoto Climate
Change Treaty. The policy is called Sustainable Development.
Using the Polar Bear, which WWF
and the Sierra Club managed to get
listed on the Endangered Species
(ESA) list last year, the greens can grab
control of the U.S. economy, controlling
energy production.
Last year, in a Congressional hearing on the listing of the Polar Bears,
Congressman Don Young of Alaska
said testimony by Bush Administration
officials “clearly indicated the overriding
goal was to use the ESA as a tool to
stop energy production in any and all
states.” Under questioning, former U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Director Dale Hall confirmed that if a coal-fired power plant in
Arizona were seeking a federal permit,
with the Polar Bear listed as protected
by the ESA, the Fish and Wildlife Service would have to consult on the permit. In other words, a power plant located thousands of miles away from
Polar Bear habitat would be considered
a danger – because of global warming. How could any industry be possible?
And that’s just the way WWF wants it.
The truth is now rapidly coming out. There is no man-made global warming
– it’s a lie. There is no threat to Polar Bears - it’s a lie. Drilling American oil is
not a danger to the environment – it’s a lie. And yet, WWF continues to spread
the lies and fan the fear.
It is time we fight back against these zealots who put anything else on earth
ahead of man. Taking donations based on lies is fraud and WWF should be
called on it. We should call on the federal government to take away WWF’s
non-profit status. We should complain to any television network that runs their
lies. We should demand that such false advertising be pulled from the airways.
The World Wildlife Fund is dangerous to our way of life – to our very civilization. We should no longer just treat them like some nice folks with a different
point of view. Political debate is one thing, outright fraud is criminal. ☻
Tom DeWeese is the founder of the American Policy Center and publisher of “The
DeWeese Report”. He makes regular appearances on radio and television talk shows
and has had articles published in several national publications.
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AND THE WINNER IS: THE GLORIOUS ACORN!!!

Michelle Malkin, One News Now, February 26, 2009

It shouldn’t

be long before ACORN recruits “Octomom” Nadya Suleman to
serve as the radical left-wing group’s foreclosure poster child. The
jobless, unmarried mother of 14 faces eviction from her home in two weeks. Suleman’s mother, who
owns the residence, hasn’t sent a mortgage check in 10 months and owes $23,000 in back payments. Nonetheless, the plastic surgery-enhanced, welfare-dependent Octomom was photographed
this week at a video store splurging on games for her brood.
With her
warped financial
priorities, Suleman fits right in
with the militant
moochers at the
Association of
Community Organizations for
Reform Now. As
I reported last
week, ACORN
launched a lawless “civil disobedience”
campaign across the country to demand
their housing entitlement rights. With this
well-oiled propaganda campaign buoying
his efforts, President Obama used his State
of the Nation address last night to advance
his push for a massive government home
foreclosure plan that will help “responsible
homeowners avoid foreclosure.”
But a closer look at ACORN’s sob stories shows that the prototypical foreclosure
“victims” don’t deserve an
ounce of sympathy — or a
cent of our money.
Earlier this week,
ACORN activists broke into
a foreclosed home in Baltimore. With a mob cheering
and camera crew taping,
Baltimore ACORN leader
Louis Beverly busted a
padlock and jimmied the
door open at 315 South Ellwood Ave. The
home once belonged to restaurant worker
Donna Hanks, who assailed her evil bank
for raising her mortgage by $300 and leaving her on the street. “This is our house
now,” Beverly declared with Hanks by his
side at the break-in.
What ACORN didn’t tell you: Hanks’
house was sold in June 2008 for $192,000.
She bought the two-story home in the summer of 2001 for $87,000. At some point during the next five years, she refinanced the
original home loan for $270,000. Where did
all that money go? (Hint: Think house-sized
ATM.)
The property initially went into foreclosure proceedings in the spring of 2006.
Hanks soon filed for bankruptcy and agreed

to a Chapter
13 plan to pay
back her bank
and other
creditors. In
September
2006, the
bankruptcy
court ordered
Hanks’ employer to deduct $340/
month from
her salary to
pay down the
debt. Hanks did not comply with the legally
binding plan. In December 2007, the loan
servicer issued a notice of default on nearly
$7,000 past due.

broker who inflated her income and misrepresented her assets. “These loans were
weapons of mass destruction,” the single
mom of three and home daycare provider
who couldn’t keep up with her mortgage
bills told the Post reporter. “They destroyed
our credit, our lives, and they blew up in our
face.”

The Washington Post spotlighted Beverly’s and Hanks’ activism without following
up on their criminal records and financial
negligence. The paper also shilled for ubiquitous ACORN foreclosure “victim” Veronica
Peterson of Columbia, MD, recycling uncritically her accusation that she had been
tricked into buying a $545,000 home by a

$2,500 per month — a total of $47,500 —
since January 2007. Instead, she apparently
paid nothing.”

But a look at court and real estate records exposed the truth. Edward Ericson,
Jr., a reporter for the independent Baltimore
City Paper, discovered that the “victim” —
who took out a full mortgage with no down
payment on a house she couldn’t afford —
looks more like a predatory borrower. And
amazingly, Peterson lived in the home more
than year without paying rent or mortgage.

“The online court and land records show
that Peterson closed on the house on Nov.
While she was reneging on her mort3, 2006, with two loans from Washington
gage IOUs, she somehow managed to col- Mutual. The main mortgage, for $436,000,
lect rent on her basement (for which she
had a starting interest rate of 8.5 percent,
was taken to court) and rack up a criminal
adjusting in December….The second loan,
record on charges of theft and secondoften called a ‘piggyback,’ totaled $109,000
degree assault. The house was sold seven with an interest rate of 11.25 permonths ago after two
cent….Those two payments together would
years of court-negotiated
have totaled $3,386.17 per month. That’s
attempts to allow Hanks to before property taxes, upkeep, utilities, etc.
dig herself out of her debt Peterson would have to earn at least
hole.
$50,000 per year just to make her house
Beverly, who claims to be payments.”
a foreclosure victim himThe foreclosure was filed in July 2007.
self, was charged with
“The balance on the
burglary for the
main note then was
break-in and
$435,735.86,” Ericson
released. He is
reported, plus unpaid
literally a housing thug — having
interest and late fees —
been separately charged with
suggesting she made at
second-degree assault and propmost one payment on
erty destruction earlier this year;
the house. “Had she
battery, assault, handgun posmade all of her paysession and possession of a
ments, Peterson would
deadly weapon with intent to inhave spent about
jure in 1992; and slapped with a
$64,335 so far. Had she
peace order issued against him in
rented a similar place,
2006.
she would have been charged around
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Who are the real suckers? Who are the
true victims? If only the reporters swallowing
their stories were half as diligent about
background checks of ACORN thugs as
they were with Joe the Plumber. Ω
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WE'LL PRY GLOBAL WARMING FROM THEIR COLD DEAD HEARTS
By Dan Gainor, March 11, 2009

This is the

winter of environmentalists’ discontent. They desperately want the earth to
be warming to prove Al Gore’s truth inviolate and they are going to make
you pay thousands of dollars for it no matter whether it’s true or not.

But the weather has been inconveniently
cold. Thirty-two states have experienced record or near-record lows this winter – poking
holes in the predictions of imminent fiery
doom. Just ask the diehard global warming
activists who showed up in Washington last
week to protest the nation’s use of coal. Their
event was hampered by nearly a foot of snow
in the nation’s capital – enough to freeze out
luminaries like Speaker of the House Nancy
Pelosi (D-Calif.).
Still, there they were, a couple thousand
idiots standing in a winter wonderland, chanting about global warming. What’s amazing is
that NASA’s climate chief James Hansen was
part of this foolishness. Here we have a man
who the left keeps telling us is so smart we
need to listen to everything he says and he
doesn’t have the public relations sense of a
freshman communications major.

the issue. Hansen recently told Britain’s Observer that time was running out – fast. “We
have only four years left for Obama to set an
example to the rest of the world.” Prince
Charles, a fellow alarmist with a scientific resume as microscopic as Al Gore’s, recently
declared we have “less than 100 months to
act" on climate change.

said “environmentalists want to change us and
our behavior” because “their mission is control.”

They are working hard to take that control.
Forget the laughably inept Kyoto treaty. Environmentalists and politicians are working to
give birth to its bastard child of a successor in
Copenhagen this December. The midwives are
But four years, eight years or Gore’s much- already prepping for the birth of this Frankenstein baby in the run up to the G-20 confercited 10 years all add up to one thing. It’s not
the planet that’s running out of time, it’s the
ence in April.
environmentalists. The warming of the earth
Advocates want the meeting of some of the
has flat lined like Tom Daschle’s l career.
world’s powerhouses to focus not just on eco-

In fact, now the theme – even from the
global warming camp is … (drum roll, please)
we could have up to three decades of cooling.
Michael Reilly, of Discovery News, summed it
up well: “Earth's climate continues to confound
scientists.” He quoted a new study by Kyle
Swanson of the University of WisconsinI have a news flash for Mr. Hansen – it gets Milwaukee, saying “global warming may have
cold in the winter. Sometimes it snows – even hit a speed bump and could go into hiding for
in D.C. If you want to promote global warming, decades.”
look at a thermometer and wait until that red
Just as the global warming reality is coolstuff climbs up real high.
ing, the opposition is heating up. This week
This would seem the basis of a good strat- marked the second annual “International Conegy. Cede the winter months to your critics and ference on Climate Change” in New York,
opponents and keep the global warming activ- sponsored by The Heartland Institute. It
ism to times when you might actually get warm brought together hundreds of climate skeptics
from around the world and was headlined by
weather.
European Union President Vaclav Klaus.
Only a fool would hold a global warming
Klaus got to the heart of the matter during
event in a foot of snow – unless he or she was
his opening night address. The climate debate
desperate.
isn’t just about temperature, he told the gatherThat desperation might get to the heart of
ing of scientists and public policy experts. He

nomics but on going green. That way they can
show they have all the major nations working
together.
That’s not the only push for quick action.
Denmark's minister for climate and energy,
Connie Hedegaard, is urging Obama to ram
through global warming laws prior to Copenhagen and Obama looks like he is doing as instructed. His cap-and-trade proposal is already
on deck despite criticism that it will cost an
already damaged economy an average of
$2,180 per person a year. Even Obamaphile
Warren Buffett says such a tax is “pretty regressive,” which means ordinary people will
pay through the nose for it and elitists will fly
around and tell us how to live.
With Democratic control of Congress virtually a lock, cap-and-trade could fly through
faster than lies from the mouth of a politician.
Just in time, perhaps, to encounter a problem
that may well be going the opposite direction
for 30 years. $

